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'Fiterig and pr ocedu=as for evaluation research have been najot contents, as

rc\-
1s44eScale and costly social action programs, have multiplied on t:he state and

netionaVlevels. Innavative approaches to social problemi that involve complix

or3aniza4ons and processes raise an array of questions about the eviluational:

pLcess. 4, 2/ Tests of individual behavior modification are typical criteria for.

r-i evaluation. 'Evaluation might provide more extensive structural infOrmatIon about

7-4- how specific goils ma,: or m:y not have been achieVed which might nrovidua broader

C.73 base for imareNemg flit:11re p. )grata 3/

F social systgw 'appro'ach evalu.tion .1ppears 'fruitful in view of the tect

that social act-.on programs recur in the col.text of a particular social system aid

often in an atmosphere of soCill conflict and tension. 4/ Such an'appioachivi s

educational programs as outcomes of interaction among separate, but interdepen
soeal subsysteasi such as sov.ce, channel and'audienca 5/ and may be Contras

$ ,iith a more.:freqvent tendency to concentrate on the final outcome of me sage

delivery based on whether even behavioral objectives. ere achieved. '6/ or exam le,

illmevaluailons are (;enerally basek.gn measured responses of the cliente gro

viewing it' and concentrates primarily on the'point of contact and on cliente
response alone. 7, 8, 9/

A social system as used here refers to a pattern of interactingand inter-
-..dependent roles, and may be viewed as containing a variety of distinct but function-

, ally interdependent subsystems. 10/, Relevant subsystems for edUcatiobal communica-
.'tion would include'a source subsystem of disciplinary specialists,,a program

.

production and delivery subsystem, and an audience subsystem. 11/ Specification of .

1 subsystems depends upon the particular program under evaluation. ir
-4.

.-
"4.

' Identification of interdependent segments, or Subsystems, is central to an
analysis of information. control processes which in turn may determine the- putcome

,%of an educational.nrogram. 12/
,03

*I _Such information 'control s are exerted at different organizational levels.
In a study of schools in Hagerstown school'administrators seemed generally more,
favorable toward instructional television than,teachers did,'and teachers in lower
grades were more feorable than those in higher grades. Ot Greater administrator
teacher similarity at lower grades gay result from the greater direct control by
administrators -at the eleMentary level. .

t's
in a /linnesota study concerning science communication through printed media,

/krepoiters tended to produce more understandable and accurate ,messages when' they
0.

-(7? operated in an environment of rather rigid controls. 14/. These control factors
included specific editor assignment, dependence upon prior printed materials such
as. presa,releascs Or jburnal articles, and ,contact with sources having administrative

responsibilities and experience. ' ,
.04

4 A

Importance of, the organizational structure in determining content oemesseges
is further illuminated in Cantor's study of-24 roducers AO script writers who

(:: specialize an childrentelevision prograiis.167 While all parts of the syitem S.

Cilt
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may-afiect-content, she poihts out, 'the most important influence is from those

segments in. direct interaction with the wrifier., Sh'e frequently found script ..

writeratreating violhnce not in terms of theirtown feelings about it, burrather
in rine with station dr. etWork policy.

ta,.

Her finding is similar to-that of Donohew;-'

-'to reported a-close corr pondence between attitudes of Kentticky newspaper publishers

. :.1-1 the way in uhidh theii-newepapers covered the
of

issue. 16, 17/ In the,
....,1ohew study, pn!AIshers' attitude? and content Of theip papers were most anti-
7;'aiicare in small rural tdwris where one might have (in the early 196flts when the

i.:, stady'lIas done) expected sttong opposition from the local medical profession.

...,, .

Evaluation and Sodial,conflict'
/

Tension, arising from'competition, deviance or other,forms of'social conflict
.

1
is a characteristic condition of social systema; 18 ,19 / Amount and type of tension

is related to the nature of the social structure. For..ezamplie,,the more the

horizOtal segmentation among source specialists prciduding a program, the gteater
the likelihood of differences among specialists about fotm and content of messages.
Similarly; conflict rit4 bh related to vertical pluralism. T1 .greatek the number,

of administrative leyels.in program development, the gteater the opportunitigs for

differences to occur.

, Aitttg iiti identification of subsyste0s, systems analysis involves'
,.

identificatron of .conflicts and_tensionand7possible.consequences$for program
outcon" Terition by itself is not necessarily, either negative or positive in its

consequepies.. 2n/ Conflict and tension maybe functionaf for system maintenance,
for.goal Attainment, or for adaptive adjustMent. In a community,'the conflict
atmosphere surrounding an issue may lead tO' shlirply focused media attention on a

topic and an attraction of attention among,audience segments who might otherwise
ignore s:udit) a topic. The outcome may be -widread familiarity and a more equal
distribulipn of understanding across educational levels than would'othgkwise occur.
Several analyses of data have demonstrated thatcoeflici can serve to reduce
knowledge gaps within a community. 21/ : : *:

. 4._ , .
,

.

Conflicts mart ve a variety of consequences.for progial outcomes: FilM

producers" may defer to sources on what said about a topic, but argue vehemently

over what topics to cover. Also, film=makers may have quite different views than,
sources have about what cultural symbolato use and what social values to highlight
And reinforce., Chemists and cinematoAaphers may in ptinciple defer to each other's"'

professional expertise,- but there may be a large gray are in message production

that - doesn't fall neatly within one discipline or the p er. Chemists are concernedP1(
about how their profession is portrayed and cinematographers have,otandards for
dramatic and visual quality. The two concerns miiht*Odmelln conflict, as when the

cinematrographer wishes to dramatize a scene involving addict and,

medical expert in a way that the chemist finds offensive` to the research profesSions.
While such conflicts in television .production may tend.lithe resolved ,in favor of
organizatioriai policy, 4iiks Cantor found, their existence may also be ftinctional for

creative production. 22. 23/
v.

Whether a conflict is or is not functionalis itself an important aspect of
systems analysis in program' evaluation. For examplg, extension agents and a sample

of community editors were,asked identical questions about adult edudation programs

in community development. Both groups agreed that some sort of community,planning

1
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was needed. dn specifics, however,.there were sharp differences. 9hile.agents

were oriented toward the University educational mission, editors viewed Rural Areas

,,Development and Poverty Programs as largely federal efforts for pouring:funds into

financially-depressed towns and regions. Editors and agents had themost
discrepant views on topics that were most relevant fo their relationship., 24/ In

thi's case, fundamental communication blockage.existed between two key communication

roles in the system. 25/

t

Audience assessment .41t4

Ability t) asseis aadience response by a given subsystem - -such as a source or

channel group--:is another aspect of system analysis. Research evidence to.date

suggests thAt profesSional communicators are 'pot necessarily more effective than

subject matter source specialists inestimating audience:response to messages.

Several.studies have,pointed to -the marked ability of source roles to

estimate audience response with relatively high degrees of accuracy. In Tannenbaum's

studies with small purposiVe samples, scientists (as well as science writers) were

more accurate in estimating science reader interest in news stories than were

editors. 2/ Also, in'a Ilinnesota study of adolescent. reaction to two ETV films,
meteorologists were more accurate in predicting audience, reaction to a. film on
weather and. meteorology than were professional photography experts. 27/ (TABLE 1)

Identification of audience assessment errors through/systems evaluation
might well lead to adjustments that improve ability:Of sub#ystems to predict audience
response. Given an opportunitt iy'tostudyand know a part6ular community, channel
communicators may be quite accurate ,in estimating certain aspects of popular reaction
to a mass media message. ,Cleary and Beal gave extensive information about. a,village
and a Meal water controversy t6 21 television producers. Reactions of 1001 TV

vietiers were then compared with producer estimates, which were highly accurate in
predictions of audience size, audience evaluation, and amount of audience talking
about the show. 28, 29, 30, 31/ 4 /

System Legitithation, ,

One stage, or key event in systems analysit'is legitimation. 32/ Sesame ''411.,

J_Street, for example, was socially legitimized by'a, broad spectrum of educational

-Thstitutions when it was first introduced.a3/ A six-part series on.notrition developed
through the Cooperative Extension Service/network for 9 to 12-year-olds was widely
praised, and thereby legitimized, by groups of extension educators and nutritionists
around the nation before it was sent out/to TV stations and schools for showing, to
youth groups. 34/ This legitimation appears to have been instrumental in gaining

'Widespread use of the series by both stations and classroom teachers.

A phase which will ordinarily follow legitimatiOnis commitment and allocation
of organizational and media resources to production and delivery of the program.'
Purposive messages do not move by themselves, but are exchanged in a System ih,pro-
portionfto the'sociaa energy.ggnerated by the various groups. The series on nutrition

cited above required the mobilization of a wide netWork of agencies, including the
U.S.'Department of Agriculture, state universities, state education departments,
television stations, county extension stafts,...ana elementary school districts. Proino-
tion was both horizontal and vertical, and eachform of diffusion depended upon a
prior commitment at some agency level to devote a certain amount of energy to the
nroject. 35/

t
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,ApPlicationa.of a systems evaluation model

A recent-application of the systems evanation model is concerned with azi

educational television series on nutrition 'for 9 to,12-earolas, terbed 'Mulligan

Stew," In this case the designdealt 41411 (a) the institutional context in which
the programs were pregented, (b).etnectations of clientele performance amspg groups

d agencies developihg and_deliVering the series, and (c) the extent to which the
enteleAgroup.atteined the formally' tated objectives.

This series of six half -hour color TV films,represents a major broadcast
media educational-effort, tied in with the Expanded Food and Nutrition Program of

the U.S. Department of Agricultural Federal Extension Service, in .cooperation with

the various State Extension Services. The 'IMlligan Stew series was prodpced by a ,1)

group of film and nutrition'specialists in he USDA, in 'cooperation With program

and nutrition experts at several state universities.

Formal objectives of the Milligan Stew series included, princiva%ly, assistance

to young people in acquiring and' applying nutritional principles for Aealkhful,

productive individual development. While the stfif was developed so that it could
conceivably "stand..alone' on prime time television,the stress was oh integration ,

either with classroom nutrition instruction or with food and health projects in

such organizations as 4 -! clubs. Supporting educational materials included' a comic

book versionof the 'films, a guidebook of group exercises for teachers or leaders,

and even song books and records for original tunes and jingles produced in the films.

Casting and scripting of the .4:Ufligap Stew' series was based to a consider-

able extent on use of then-mirrent dramatic and cinematic techniqiles for attracting

young people. A number of Sesame Streetcharacters and 'techniques were employed...

Briefly, the series was based,on a neighborhood group of six youngsters, between
9 and1.2 themselves, cast as the "ifulligatt Stew Gang" in a modified adventurA-comedy

-( format. In each film, the 'gang" solvedia "nutritional problem" of certain .

individuals or groups by applying their knowledge of nutritional principles. One

case was an' overweight race car driver wilo.lbsthistdrivIng job until the Mulligan

Stew gang figured' out his diet problem. They resha d his wife's cooking and his

exercise routine so that he slimmed down, we 'to driving the race car, and

took first place nest the checkered flag,'
40'

Symbolic representations and,character roles.in the series are clearly

, calculated to appeal to dominant values_ofAmericau society.. The films emphasize,
.repeatedly, such virtues oas good health, physical fitness, clean living, school

' achievement, athletic participation, respect for institutions and support of others

in time of,need. Various episodes make liberalmse of both positiie and negative

social models. Through rapid-fire sequencing of scenes, the films repeat, at
numerous intervals, certain slogans intended 'to. instill the idea of a,balanced diet,

the importance and function,of different food nutrients, and related nutritionalv-principles.
.

.., .

- . .

While a great deal professional expertise wila mobilized for production of

the series, the planning and production was not an totirely harmonious process.

There were, for sample, some sharp divisions of opinions'between some groups-of

nutritionists, extension program administrators, and production nersannel over both

. content andmode of present'tion. Analytically, however, these diVisions seemed- to

attract praessional attention to the project and stimulate interest in :its

coMpletion.
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'The Mangan-Stew series was released for national use in an, at*i10 ere of

,optimism and high promise. The series was. med6 available in each seate-through
state university extension 'services who in turn contacted county elension offices
and school distritts, with promotional thaterial:aescribing the series and the

supporting project material.

In MinneaUtaa total of"2,546schools requested supporting materials for

more than 100,000elementary sChOdrattiddfita,-15Ostiy-Sn-grades-4-i-5-and--16-. The--

series wasscheduled on 6 commercial teievision channels and 4 educational channels

for aj4x-week period .in October and November of 1973. Supporting materials were

4 closely tiedto the series, so.thatafter eachfiim, the teachers could select from
a variety of specific exercises linked to the themes of that film.

-

4
Evaluation of this series, in the Minnesota study, was based upon measures

among, -..

1. A total of 17'nutritional research specialists in 3 midwestern
Universities, all of whom were familiar with the series and many of
whom. had taken part in planning of educational programs in their
states Which would utilize the films.

4

.03

2. Eight 4-H infoimation specialists, in the same 8 states, who

were responsible for coordinating and distributing educational

broadcast materials-relevant to 4-H programs.

3. Eleven teldvision.station representatives
Minnesota and adjoining states that broadcast
Minnesota. These station representatives had

Cooperated with one of the 4-H
activity.in schedulinethe series as a publiraervice

in the 10 stations in
the series into
originally received the
information specialists

4., A total of 17 classroom teachers ii schools in Which student
reaction to the series was studied in detail..

5. Hore than 1,000 4th, 5th, adds6th grade children in eight
different schools in which the series was supported in:varying,. .

degrees. These schools included a tefore-afier control school in
an area of Wiacqnsin where the series was not available, a before-
after control where the series was on..TV but no supporting materials
were used, and.three schools,where the series was on TV andlgither

_ moderate or 'heaVY use of Supportingmategials were.usedalont with- .

in-class videOtares of the aerie's. One.schobl served as an after-
only control.

A few general, hypotheses guided this evaluation. One vas that among the
various non-audiezice subsyttemei those Most closely associated with the original
sponsoring agency t'ould tend` .to have the 'highest expeCtitiahs-of audience response,
compared with subsystemamore closel.y associated with the client audience. This

-meant that nutrition specialists and 4-H information specialists would be expected

to have higher.levels of. expectations than would,the TV or teacher groups.

A second gUiding%hypothesis was that the more closely,associated a.,prfor
subsystem is with the audience subsystem, the more accurate the perceptions of
audience reaction and behavior'will be. According to this reasoning, the teachers

would tend to Ilayele most accurate perceptions'areaction to the films.

N
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,Finally, audience reaction was expected to relate cfirectly to control factors

. in the final delivery situation. Specifically, the mare extensive the control Over

the message environment in which the purposive message is presented, the higher the

level of achievement of behavioral objectives within that audience. Operationally,

this meant that student learning and behaviOral change (more-"regular eating, of

balanced diets) would be highest in.schools which used the most supporting materials

and re-rap the. films on videotape .in the school. '

. 0

Findings from the qulligan Stew evaluation.

The findings were'partially consistent with the first hypothesis, in the

- .sense that 4-H information Specialists made the most optimistic estimates of audience

reaction. Thii,finding is-entirely-in line with the fact that the-inforAtion
specialists were more closely identified with the USDA film prograwunit that
produced the series than was any, other subsystem in the study. Contrary to'

expectations, however, the nutritionists tended to give far more conservative
estimates of student reaction than 4-H information specialists did,'perhaps
reflecting the fact that there-were differing professional viqws on what nutritional

content should be contained in such a series. AmOng the 37' nutritionists,-six,

identified content which, in their judgment, was either partially or entirely
inaccurate, and three took strong exception to what the considered to be improper

portrayal of the teacher role'in thefilms.

The second hypothesis was supported, in the sense that teachers and television

station personnel tended to make more accurate estimates thani44U information

specialists did. On the other hand, the nutritionists, presumably farther removed'
from the young population in this communication,(chain, are nevertheless close to
student estimates..

By averaging the absolute discrepancies between ratings across the 7 Items,

it is possible to make an overall comparison of accutaciyin estimating student
reactions, as in the bottom line of table 2. Overall, the television station

'personnel made the most accurate estimates, followed by the nutritionists, teachers,
and information specialists, in that order. These findings may be viewed in light

of previous findings, suctfas those of Tannenbaum, who found that scientists in
some cases may predict readervalues abou.science news more accurately than editors

do. 36/ Similarly, in an earlier ilinnesota study, a gioup of photography
professionals were-less accurate than source specialists in estimating audience
-evaldtidhs of interest. 37/ In the Mulligan Stew study, a sharp line may be
drawn-between media personnel andthe information Specialists who, in this case,
.make quite different'estimates, which may well reflect their differing location in
the entire system.

The third hypothesis, that learning and behavioral change would be related to
information controls at the point of delivery, received strong support.' In both
'before-after control schools: fhe one where he films. were not on TV and the one

where the films were availala but not supported in theclassrodm--there was no
observed change in either measured nutritional knowledge (based on a 17 item
nutritional knowledge scale) or in reported eating of balanced diets. Sharp changes

occurred in the three schools where there was moderate or hew?), in-school support
of the films. _Two-way analysis of variance showed a highly significant difference
among schools (p < .001) but no difference by grade. There was, however, a sharp
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difference across classrooms; according to teacher input: The number Of nutrition-

al exercisesysed in the film IA a rather powerful predictor of knowledge change

.across the 14 classrooms in the three schools with moderate to heavy use of .

supporting materials. The ran'_: correlation for these 14 rooms is '.82 ,(p,:< .01)4

.
, .

.. Importance of such diredt control may be highlighted by.the further findingmaybe
that student expression of interest in the series was lift 'highest in the 'schools that.

.had the highest viewing or the highest gain scores* Furthermore, within schools,

gain scores. were generally unrelated to ekrauations of the films or the Mulligan
. /

Stew actors..
_

-

In general, then, the Mulligan Stew evalUaLonalatpdy provides strong support

for an eValuationalapproach based on a model of information and knowledge. control.'
,To the.extent that knowledge is produced, rackaged,-and delivered in the institution-
al educational setting with full deployment oinstitutional resources, there is a

greater likelihood of learning and retention of contentand of change ir'related

behavior. On the other hand, extensive av4ilabillty-lf sUchvcontent'on the mass.
'media channels alone does'not app4ar to meet the Conditions necessary for the

intended result., .

... . ...

Responses of the non - audience, groups may be seen inla.systems.perspective in

terms of,their predictive value, as contrasted with their controlling influenCe on

final outcomes. Gives the key location of information specialists in the organizat-
ional network,distributingthe series, 'their estimates most likely indicate an early,

and deep pyofessional.commitment to the.entire project. From an.analytical

- perspective, these responses may predict more about the use of the program in the,

total system than about ultimaEe:audience'respOnse.

Most accurate from a predictive point of view are the television station
representatives' es4mates, at least for Young'people who, in fact.see the series.
But actual level of viewing of an avowedly purpdsive broadcabi message'of this type
requires organizational control at the audience subsystem level as a necessary,

condition. This is noeto say that school control is the only means of meeting

this conditi 4-E club organizations'or other parent-youth groups might well be

able to provide functionally equivalent organized attention.

Summary,

.

An, isformation-cOntrol systems model for evaluation of adult education

progtams is offered and illustrated. The' model,is based upon identifying principal
-subsystems, such es source,.chansel and audience, which are involved in initiation,
production, delivery and-reception of educational messages. These subsystems are
seen as separate but interdependent, having the power singly or jointly to make

crucial decisions about generation, di'ssemination or withholding of information..
1

.

The extent to which these subsystems may in fact ,exert such controls bas'
been demonstrated in a variety of research studies, many in the mass communication
area. Control over'contenttor example, may relate to media leadership ties with
the community leadership, and to links between media personnel and source systems.
Similarly,.pource and channel subsystems have diffeiing abilities to predict levels
andtype of potential audience response to messages; in several studies, scientist

sa

4
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or other specialist sources could make such predictions with 16els of accuracy

'either similar to or greater than predictions by some mass media -groups.
Ca

. JP

Specific application of the model is illustrated in evaluation of the

"?!ulligan Stew" television series which, although directed at a young' audience,

has implications for evaluation of any program of adult eduiation which iovolires:(

extensive use of the-mass communication media. The study, included,

student responses in eight schools and estimates of such response from nutrition

specialists, information specialipts, television station personnel, and teacher's.

Among estimates of audience evaluation, the most optimistic were made by .

information specialists who were closely tied to the sponsoring agency. The most

accurate estimates of audiAce reaction were, made by television station personnel.
'Close in accuracy to the station personnel were nutrition specialists, providing
further support for the generalization that professional reseaidh.groups may be

highly accurate in predicting. audience response to popularized versions of content

in their specialized fields.

"re
A . . . ,4

. -

.
-..7. J. %Ic ,

. ..

Rog

p" 8

In terms of final outcome, thelfultigan,Stew results generally and strongly

support the inform'ati'on control systems model, and testify to 'its utility in

evaluational research. The factor most closely and immediately related to knowledge,

gain is organized input at the,school and claSsroom level; broadcasting the series

onjprime time television (Saturday morning) hours for the target audience without

i schbol support produced no measurable change in knowledge change or relited

b havior.
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